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ABSTRACT

In the analysis of protein dynamics an important goal is the description of slow large-amplitude motions. These motions describe configuration rearrangements which are essential for the function of the protein. The rearrangements can change the exposed surface of the protein and, therefore, influence the interactions with its environment. In this article, we study low-frequency modes of the C-terminal helix of the bovine ATP synthase Gamma subunit. Three methods are compared: Brownian modes, calpha modes and simplified potential modes. Results suggest that the F₁ end of the helix is more rigid than other parts. This is coherent with recent studies where it is shown how the F₁ end of the helix works as a crankshaft converting the bending and unbending of the Beta subunit into rotational motion. Moreover, along the helix, flexible lengths are followed by rigid lengths. This feature may serve to smooth out the torque produced at the F₁ end, delivering a nearly constant torque necessary to achieve the highest efficiency possible.
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INTRODUCTION

ATP synthase is the smallest rotary motor in nature. This biomolecular motor, whose high efficiency approaches 100%, converts torque into ATP, which is the universal fuel currency of life. ATP provides the chemical energy that fuels muscle contraction, transmission of nerve
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messages and many other biological functions. ATP synthase is the power plant of metabolism. In an active day an adult human can produce and consume more than its body weight in ATP.

Almost all of this quantity is produced by this enzyme.

Normal mode analysis has become one of the standard techniques in the study of the dynamics of biological macromolecules. It is primarily used for identifying and characterizing the lowest frequency motions in a macromolecule system, which are almost inaccessible by other methods. These motions typically describe rearrangements of domains which are essential for the function of the protein. Only such global motions can change the exposed surface of the protein significantly and hence influence interactions with its environment.

On the other hand higher frequencies represent more localized motions in the interior or on the surface of the protein involving few atoms. These localized motions play an important role in signal transmission mechanisms.

In this article we analyze the lowest frequency modes of the C-terminal helix of the Gamma subunit on the bovine ATP synthase (1E79). First we explain briefly how the ATP synthase works. Next, in the section Normal modes section, three methods are presented: Brownian modes, Calpha modes and simplified potential modes. After, we show the results comparing the three methods exposed.

Finally in Conclusion section we discuss the functional relevance of the normal mode results and summarize our findings.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ATP SYNTHASE MOLECULAR MOTOR

ATP (Adenosine TriPhosphate) is used to provide energy for different biochemical reactions such as muscle contraction, transport of nutrients and neural activity to name just a few. ATP synthase is the enzyme that synthesizes (or hydrolyzes) ATP.

ATP synthase efficiently converts a cell’s transmembrane proton gradient into chemical energy stored as ATP. The protein is made of two molecular motors, $F_0$ and $F_1$, which are coupled by a central stalk, known as the Gamma subunit. This feature makes ATP synthase the smallest rotary machine ever known.

The membrane embedded $F_0$ unit converts the proton-motive force into mechanical rotation of the central stalk inside the solvent-exposed $F_1$ unit.

The rotation causes cyclic conformational changes in $F_1$, which drives the ATP synthesis. The ATP enzyme can also rotate in the reverse direction hydrolyzing ATP and consuming the released energy to pump protons across the membrane \[{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}\], see Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Structure and functioning of the ATP synthase.](image)

The overall equation of the ATP hydrolysis-synthesis is:

\[
ADP^{3+} + HPO_4^{2-} + H^+ + nH^+_{\text{out}} \rightleftharpoons ATP^{4+} + H_2O + nH^+_{\text{in}}
\]  

(1)

Where subscripts “out” and “in” denote the outer (positively charged) and the inner (negatively charged) side of the membrane, respectively.

NORMAL MODES

A normal mode vector describes directions that each atom moves and how far it moves relatively to the other atoms. Nevertheless, a normal mode vector does not describe an absolute amount of displacement for any atom. Additional information (e.g. the temperature) is required for fixing the global amplitude of the atomic displacement.
RESULTS

Calculations were performed on a desktop computer equipped with an Athlon xp 3000+ processor and 512 MB of memory RAM. The CPU time spent on Brownian, Calpha and simplified potential modes were 31, 29 and 3060 seconds respectively.

The first six eigenvalues obtained are zero because they describe the six rigid-body movements of the protein (translation along three independent axes plus rotation around three independent axes) [7]. Another fact to ponder is that recently normal mode studies have confirmed that large-scale conformational changes are dominated by the two to five lowest frequency modes [8]. For this reason we show modes corresponding to the four lowest non-zero frequency.

According to the results, Brownian and simplified potential modes show similar configuration, excepting their first mode. Brownian modes show clearer vector displacement trends than simplified potential modes, this is because Brownian modes are employed only for large-scales motions [7,11]. On the other hand, the simplified potential model is used to obtain configurations over the whole frequency range [12,13] and therefore it is more general. The third mode obtained from both models are apparently opposite but they are physically equivalent because the motion is considered harmonic. In the case of calpha modes only the second and forth mode show clear information. The following figures display from left to right Brownian, calpha and simplified potential configurations.
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Fig. 7 Fourth mode.

CONCLUSION

The first four configuration modes obtained with the three methods used show, first the F₁ end of the helix presents small displacements. These observations are coherent with recent studies where it is proposed that the F₁ end of the helix acts as a crankshaft, converting the bending and unbending of the Beta subunit into rotational motion.

Second, results along the helix also show flexible lengths followed by rigid lengths. This feature may serve to smooth out the torque produced at the F₁ end, delivering a nearly constant torque necessary to achieve the highest efficiency possible.

Finally, the first and second modes show that helix on the x-y plane is more flexible than on the x-z plane. This fact is in accordance with the geometric properties of the helix.
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